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Procurement AI
An AI Powered Plug & Play Parts Procurement Platform for Airlines & MROs 
Increase efficiency  |  Reduce cost  |  Enhance visibility  |  Power your team
Request a demo
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E-BOOK
How to Measure & Improve Part Delays
download here
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NEW REPORT
Aircraft Parts Price & Lead Time Index
download here
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E-BOOK
Female Airline Leaders Share Their Perspectives
download here
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SkySelect is not your typical procurement platform, an exchange, marketplace, or listing service -  it's so much more. SkySelect offers self-service software and full-service sourcing, procurement, and order tracking to supplement your operations.
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Self-Service Software Platform

for end-to-end procurement automation
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AI Sourcing & PO Optimization

for cost savings, lead-time reductions on C&E spend
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Full-Service Procurement

to scale purchasing capacity to meet demand
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2100+

tails supported
annually


2500+

active
suppliers


$3B+

sourced and
procured


200+

EDI, Spec2000
suppliers


M&E
system

integrations



MEASURABLE ROI
Take control of your material supply chain

SkySelect enables airlines and MROs to make the supply chain visible, boost cycle times, increase capacity, improve on-time delivery performance, unlock cost savings, and scale procurement to meet market requirements.


Up to90%Autonomous Purchasing
by leveraging machines to get and track quotes



Up to20%Cost Savings
on parts by getting more quotes and finding the best deals from the market



Up to15%On-time Delivery Improvement
through proactive delay management



100xFaster Cycle Times
by slashing the time it takes from part request to a PO
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Get up and running in a day
with no IT required



THE SKYSELECT PLATFORM
More savings. Faster processing.  Better visibility.







[image: ][image: ]Automated SourcingGet the best options on the market without adding more cost to your process
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[image: ][image: ]Supply chain visibilityKnow what to prioritize and focus on. Solve issues quickly to avoid any delays.
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[image: ][image: ]Exception managementFull visibility to know what to prioritize and focus on. Solve exceptions quickly to avoid any delays.
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 Previous“SkySelect’s transformative approach to parts purchasing, using advanced AI algorithms, makes us overall more efficient while aligning with our top-level company strategic cornerstones of innovation and sustainability.”

[image: ]Pete Reinikkala
Head of Supply Chain Management
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“As a manager, I don't always know if we are objectively getting the best deal on the market or making the best use of our limited time.
Using SkySelect, we were able to manage a large number of quotes faster and eliminate emails by having all rotable quotes and messages pass through SkySelect. The result was a compliant process that gave us efficiency and cost savings at the same time.”

[image: ]Keith McGuire
Manager Technical Purchasing
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“For the last three years, SkySelect has been a strong partner in our daily operation. The Sourcing Module has become an integral part of our AOG & Operational Purchasing and Compliance Reporting Process.
Now SkySelect is not only automating our RFQs, but also working to automate the supplier selection and digitalization or our purchasing process.”

[image: ]Esteban Luconi
Line Maintenance Planning & Purchasing Director
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“Real-time connection allows us to respond to requests in seconds and automate the quotation process."

[image: ]John Valantine
Chief Information Officer
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“SkySelect is a quintessential partner because they’ve taken a rigorous and manual approach to parts purchasing and not only streamlined it into a user-friendly software but coupled it with unrivaled high-touch customer service. SkySelect is saving us time, money and capturing previously unforeseen opportunities.”

[image: ]Paulo Baracat
Sourcing & Procurement Director
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“What makes SkySelect such a vital partner to us is their unique blend of transformative technology and supreme customer service.” 

[image: ]Leonardo Zerbone da Costa
Head of Supply Chain
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“There are many more supply chain opportunities in the aviation market than you can see on a daily basis. The part you are searching for might be lying on someone’s shelf not used. 
SkySelect helps Magnetic MRO to find hidden gems in the aviation market and deliver them with great cost savings and superb quality.” 

[image: ]Natalja Lagno
Strategic Purchasing Manager
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“SkySelect system has not only proven capable of handling our large fleet, but has exceeded all expectations by truly streamlining our processes from A to Z.” 

[image: ]Pedro Ivo Nascimento
Purchasing Coordinator
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Ready to get started?
Talk to our purchasing expert and see SkySelect in action.
Request a demo

[image: SkySelect]The real procurement solution for the industry's leaders in aircraft parts.
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Get started
See real results from day one and learn more about a risk-free trial.
Book a meeting
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